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Editor’s Message
Merry Christmas guys. Yep, 

that’s all. Now, enjoy reading the 

placeholder text lol.

山路を登りながら、こう考えた。
どこへ越しても住みにくいと悟った
時、詩が生れて、画が出来る。情
に棹させば流される。情に棹させば
流される。情に棹させば流される。

情に棹させば流される。山路を登
りながら、こう考えた。智に働けば
角が立つ。情に棹させば流される。
智に働けば角が立つ。意地を通せ
ば窮屈だ。意地を通せば窮屈だ。
住みにくさが高じると、安い所へ引
き越したくなる。

—deux
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What AVN have 
you read where you 
would just beat the 
MC’s ass?

I
’m talking for being a complete idiot. I’ll start: Altered 
Destiny. Even for a fun plot, the writing for MC is 
terrible.

I’ve just started playing the Tales From The Unending Void, and 
it was kinda hard to cringe through the MC boneheaded-ness, 
that starts the plot. At least the plot armor to cover it wasn’t 
completely untouchable; but then again, they got back on track 
too easily. I wonder if he grows up and wises up later in the 
game.

—u/Global-Method-4145

The MC from Deviant Anomalies.  A hate he is supposed to be 
this investigator but then acts like a douche braggart right in 
front of someone he suspects without knowing it because she 
was hot and he wanted to impress her.  The infuriating thing was 
that is was clear from the start.  If you know you know.

—u/Lonley_Island_Games

Bad Memories MC.
He harbors incredible anger at his stepmother for only scolding 
him when he was little. He tries to have sex with the sister he 
traumatized years ago when he finds out she’s not his own sister. 
He harasses his sister’s therapist.  The most degenerate, asshole 
MC I’ve ever seen in a game.

—u/KutadBilig

I think the two most tolerable MCs are Being A DIK and Leap 
of Faith’s protagonists. Jake from Race of Life is not so badly 
written as well. The rest all have some very punchable moments.

—u/kevinjames41

Doormat, rapey, creepy and stupid MCs usually give me the 
urge to beat them up. 

I hate MCs that just take everything and let people walk over 
him. Not having the option to push back is infuriating. Some 
creepy behavior like peeping at girls changing or showering 
and even some extremely fucked up inner monologuing, 
more specifically the incestuous ones, put me off completely. 
Sometimes everyone’s IQ drops by half just for the sake of plot 
progression and it honestly makes me angry, especially if the 
MC has been portrayed as a smart/intelligent guy before.

—u/giggling_raven

Imma be honest…any game that has a focus on creeping on a 
girl. I won’t get mad for checking someone out or maybe letting 
your eyes linger a bit too long or in a specific place, that’s just 
human nature. What I’m talking about is an MC who actively 
watches someone sleeping or showering or doing some other 
activity where she doesn’t want to be watched. Double the 
points if he gets rapey. Thats fucking disgusting. I’d rather play 
a game where MC actually spends time getting that girl to 
genuinely like him (or thirst after him; whatever).

—u/Ksteekwall21

Question

by: u/Player1Mario
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Jonas (Acting Lessons) not trying to save both Melissa and 
Megan still angers me to this day. Yeah... As soon as he saw 
them both lying on the ground, dude decided that he could only 
save one. Wtf was that? How about you try to save them both 
first? Carry them, drag them, try something first before giving 
up, ffs! It’s a life and death situation, and he fucking crumbled 
under the pressure. Then the next scene you see him crying in 
front of his therapist and I’m like... Oh don’t give me that crying 
shit, you bigtime fumbled that one.

—u/13thdeux Drunk Idiot  

That’s a tough one for me because most of the times when I see 
a whimp of an MC is just immediately quit the game and don’t 
care to remember it. I think MC from college kings tbh, dude has 
the body of a middle schooler.

—u/BrawnyDevil

MILFS of Sunville. 
First, let me extend an olive branch. The renders and animation 
are some of the best in the business, and the women are attractive 
while still looking ‘realistic’. With that being said, let’s talk about 
the MC. To call him a douche would be an understatement. 
When he leaves high school, he burns every bridge, shit-talking 
the entire town. He goes of to live with his rich father who 
eventually cuts him off and tells him to move back home with 
his mother. He is forever whinging and moaning about how he 
‘deserves’ the good life, while doing nothing to gain it. He asks 
his mother for some financial help when they are struggling 
too. They manage to scrounge up at least something and yet 
again he  complains about the amount he is given. At school 
almost every guy hates him because of not only the said shit 
talking, but because he is constantly flirting with every woman 
in a 2km radius and making fun of the ‘nerds.’ My head canon is 
that the only reason he loves MILF’s because when he was a kid 
he was the type that would play victim and cry to any woman 
to get his way.  Buddhists on the final test before enlightenment 
read through what this character does on a day to day basis. 
An endlessly infuriating person that even though gets their arse 
beat, it is not enough.

—u/LTPrototype2

I love summer gone. But sometimes I hate the MC random rude 
behavior.

—u/asdfbliss

Three Rules of Life - the MC is a doormat for every single person 
on the game. He has no spine and consistently makes the worst 
decisions. I had to quit playing it because the idiocy of his 
choices, regardless of what you pick made the game unplayable.
Summer With Mia, Return to Mia (or whatever they had 
to change the name to for Steam purposes) - the MC is an 
intolerable, rapey douche. No redeeming qualities at all.

—u/Astrocreep137

College Kings MC. The very first episode/chapter, I wanted to 
beat the crap out of him. While I can’t think of any right now, 
I’d also add the MCs of any ntr AVN I’ve ever played in the past. 
Just for how pathetic they were, they’d all get a few smacks to 
snap them back into reality.

Edit: Also the MCs that knowingly creep on girls. I passionately 
hate rapey MCs. No amount of porn logic will ever make it ok for 
a guy to creep on someone. This was one of my main issues with 
Milfy City, because the main LI that I pursued, had a storyline 
where the MC basically assaulted her while she was asleep. I 
hated him since then, and wanted to beat the everloving crap 
out of him for the remainder of that playthrough.

—u/Endless_Alpha

To be fair most of them are fucking idiots at times.
—u/Interesting_Ice_8498

I’m a pacifist, I just delete the game instead. Honestly, I quit an 
AVN before it infuriates me. Live’s too short to read bad fictional 
porn stories.

—u/shyLachi

Doormat Little Troll Creepy Pervert
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The Nymphomaniac 
An underrated gem deserving
of a little more love.

Game Review

TL;DR: Sub to the dev’s Patreon for $2 and play the game! It’s worth it! (You can also try out 
Chapter 1 for free.)

Chapter 1 (Free release, windows link) - https://www.
patreon.com/posts/initial-episode-89964677

Dev Patreon page - https://www.patreon.com/
OrigamiGamesInteractives/posts

The Nymphomaniac

I guarantee many of you haven’t heard of it before. I 
hadn’t heard of it either, until about 1 month ago, when 
I first played Chapter 1. After having played it, I was very 
impressed. Just today, I played the newly released Chapter 
2... and boy, what can I say... except, download the game! 
Let me convince you...

The game starts with an intro scene... similar to Being a 
Dik where the dev has actual dialogue lines, and asks if 
you’re 18 etc, etc. Generally I’m not a fan of these intro 
scenes, and I wasn’t really a fan of this one either... except 
for when the MC was introduced. I would be gushing over 
it right now, except for the fact I’m not a fan of intro 

scenes... so moving on.

Opening Scene

After the intro scene, we are hit with scene one. And by hit, 
I mean hit. *The Nymphomaniac*’s Scene One is perhaps 
the best scene one in any AVN I’ve played to this date. It 
manages to do what most AVNs dream off. It characterises 
the MC, introduces some internal conflict, builds suspense 
and to top it off, it includes some lewd content which 
doesn’t feel forced.

Lewd Content

Speaking of lewd content that doesn’t feel forced... *The 
Nymphomaniac* excels in this department. Many devs 
often struggle to include early lewd scenes in their AVNs 
without making them seem forced or out of place. The 
Nymphomaniac has a total of 3 lewd scenes in about an 
hour long chapter 1, all of them feeling natural, and all of 
them adding towards the characterisation of the MC.

by: u/Tak_Mycket
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Alice

Moving onto Alice. When 
I was first introduced to 
Alice, alarm bells were 
going off in my head. 
Not because of Alice, but 
rather because of the 
stereotypical character 
she was portraying. In my 
experience, characters 
similar to her are very 
poorly portrayed, and I 
was quite concerned The 
Nymphomaniac would 

be unable to pull it off. Once again, Origami (the dev), 
surprised me. Not only did I not dislike Alice, I actually 
rather enjoyed her character.

MC’s Parents

Three more positive points to make regarding Chapter 1. 
Firstly, I’ll start off with MC’s parents. Particularly his dad. 
MC’s dad in The Nymphomaniac wins dad of the year 
(AVN version) award. Not only is he alive... but he actually 
cares about MC. The way he’s portrayed is also excellent. 
Moving onto the Mum. You would be surprised to hear 
that the Mum is actually the one with a problem with MC. 
The game hints something bad happened in the past, and 
while both MC and his Mum seem to want to move past 
that event and rebuild their relationship, they can’t seem 
to put their inner demons aside and move on. I love the 
fact their relationship isn’t just hate... but rather a lot of 
sorrow and a desire to fix things.

Sound

Now onto SFX and music. While I’m not blown away by the 
sound, it certainly is of good quality. The sounds always 
fits in with the scene quite well. I also want to highlight 
the scene in which Cassandra is introduced. In that scene, 
the sound is spot on, and does a perfect job at building 
tension throughout that scene.

MC

The final positive point I want to make is MC’s personality. 
It’s definitely unique. You’ve probably guessed from the 
name, and you would be right... the MC is obsessed with sex. 
Once again, alarm bells ringing in my head. Heading into 
this game, I was a little concerned that there wouldn’t be 
much substance to the MC’s personality, apart from “let’s 
fuck her”. But, following the pattern, Origami managed to 
surprise me in a good way. The MC is probably my third 
favourite MC (behind Race of Life’s MC and Yesterday’s 
Crossroads MC), meaning he’s surpassed some pretty 
good MCs on my list.

Renders

I also want to stress... these aren’t the only positive points 
in Chapter 1. In fact, 99% of the game is overwhelmingly 
positive. However, it wouldn’t be a good review without a 
little constructive criticism. The render quality in Chapter 1 
isn’t the best, as a few images are a little grainy. However, 
I want to stress this point... the renders aren’t bad. The 
composition (what’s in them) of these renders are actually 
very, very good. They reveal each character’s emotions 
superbly, something more AVNs should take notice of.

Now, that’s just Chapter 1... just wait until you hear about 
Chapter 2.

LIs

In the back of my mind, while I was enthralled in *The 
Nymphomaniac,* there was a massive question mark 
in the back of my mind. LIs? Chapter One introduces a 
couple of LIs, but they only get a couple of renders each, 
and the one that we get an actual scene for, it’s unsure 
whether or not she was an LI or a side girl. All I will say is 
Chapter 2 eased my concerns. LIs can make or break an 
AVN, and I can comfortably say they didn’t break the AVN 
in Chapter 2. They aren’t cliched, and each have their own 
story and their own personality. Personally, my favourite 
was Violet.
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Plot

The next thing I want to discuss is the story. What’s awesome 
about *The Nymphomaniac* is the slow reveal of clues 
that the reader can pick up on, and piece together what 
happens. We still have a lot to learn about the mystery, 
but Chapter 2 reveals the intentions of a few important 
characters, as well as doing a good job at advancing the 
story at a comfortable pace. My message to Origami, is 
the story is the most important aspect. Continue to give 
the reader clues and let them slowly piece together what 
is happening.

Dialogue

However, by far the best aspect of this update was the 
dialogue. It felt like a real conversation between two real 
people. It also did the following three things brilliantly. 
Consistency. Each character spoke consistently throughout 
multiple scenes, and never once did a character speak out 
of character. Plot. The dialogue did a really good job at 
advancing the plot, and hinting to the reader clues which 
will play a part in unravelling the mystery later on. The last 
part is tension. The dialogue did a superb job at building 
tension, whether that be romantic tension, sexual tension, 
or conflict tension. I also love the fact there’s barely any 
descriptive language, and the dev employs “show, don’t 
tell” brilliantly.

Animations

In regards to the grainy renders I mentioned in Chapter 1. In 
Chapter 2, they are still present, but they’re less prevalent, 
which is a good sign. The other thing I want to mention is 
lewd animations. Each lewd scene has animations, which 
is a very good sign. I would call them good, but not great. 
They have some improving to do, but considering this is 
the dev’s first project and first couple of chapters, the fact 
there are good lewd animations already in the game is an 
extremely positive sign.
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SCORE

I have a scoring metric below, for anyone who is interested:

PLOT  9
DIALOGUE  10
LI VARIETY  7
LI LOVE  7 (A lower score is very common for games 
early in development, as there’s not much time to develop 
romantic tension between MC and LI. This is higher than 
I would give most games with this amount of content, 
mainly due to the awesome dialogue.)
CHOICES  7
MC  10
RENDERS  8
HOTNESS  9
SOUND  8
MISCELLANEOUS  10 (My overall feel for the game 
and how likely I would recommend it to someone else.)

This puts it as a **TOTAL OF 85**. For comparison... that 
would be equal 4th on my list, draw with both Ripples 
and Artemis, and behind Yesterday’s Crossroads, Race of 
Life and Summer’s Gone. Yes, I rank it that highly... hence 
why I’m making this review. For more references, I have 
36 AVNs currently on my list, with an average rating of 73.

Last Words

If you have any question or queries regarding this 
review, I would happily answer them below. As I 
mentioned in the TL;DR, Chapter 1 is free, while 
Chapter 2 is only $2. Super value if you ask me. It took 
me roughly three hours to get through Chapter 1 and 
Chapter 2 (though I am a fast reader, and I do tend to 
click quite fast through renders.)  

85
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Are Games With 
More Mature MC 
Better?

As most of the MCs in games are college Freshmen 
with one parent dead and living with a hot 
“landlady”. Whenever I play games which has a 

more Mature MC like in Race Of Life or Leap Of Faith, it’s 
just very refreshing to see. 

Do you think a Mc makes the game better with a more 
Mature insight instead of a freshie Mc having no clue on 
what’s happening around him.

It depends on if an older MC fits the story. I grow tired of the 
cliche stories about a college kid who is still wet behind the ears 
and fucks everything that moves, but if the story is good then 
ehhh... why not? 

I do try most games if the synopsis catches my attention no 
matter what the age of the MC.
The same goes for older MCs. If the story is good then ehhh,  why 
not?

I will give you an example:  Defending Lydia Collier is a game 
with an older MC but he fits the story.

—u/bophed

I also prefer games with more mature MCs, but it’s fully 
dependent on how well the developer writes them. The best 
games I’ve played had mature MCs, but the worst games also 
had mature MCs. Being mature is not enough

—u/Endless_Alpha

I don’t particularly care either way but relationships with LIs 
that are still in their early 20s at oldest can feel a bit ick unless 
it’s done REALLY well.

Bigger issue though is day to day life. When MC is 18-23ish, he 
typically doesn’t have a day job. So he’s either unemployed 
and can do whatever he wants or he’s in school (HS or College) 
which is far more likely to have interesting drama and put him in 
easy proximity to his LI. When you are him older, you need to go 
the AL route to explain why he doesn’t need a job or you’d have 
to write around it. Because if I was an MC, my normal life would 
be boring. Nobody needs to hear about me spending 8 hours 
doing data analysis and cleaning spreadsheets.

—u/Ksteekwall21

I think as long as the guy is a good dude deep down its ok.  
Example: MC in Being a Dik is a dumb college kid but when it 
comes down to it, he’s a nice dude who takes cares of everybody.

—u/LuckyRaven23

Question

by: u/Games4Adults
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One issue with “older” MCs is that, due to the convetions of the 
genre, you’re likely going to have a number of very young girls 
as LIs. Its fine when an 18 year old girl and an 18 year old guy 
hook up, but if your MC is in his 30s, you’re going to quickly run 
into some very questionable issues about consent and power 
dynamics.

Look at **Now and Then** which is a very good game, but 
spends a lot of time justifiying the fact that a mid 30s dude is 
banging two 18 year olds. Now and Then’s unique story makes 
this kind of relationship acceptable but i’d stuggle to see a more 
“normal” game have something similar.

—u/imjusthereforpron

I prefer younger MCs though cause most of the developers who 
have a middle aged man as MC don’t have any clue about their 
mindset and maturity, it’s like middle aged men having teenage 
brain their behaviour just looks weird, there are few decent ones 
like you mentioned  but leap of faith MC is just not to my liking 
and i think he’s mid i never able to get his personality, he’s simply 
not fitting with me.

—u/Commercial_Welder_93

I prefer younger MCs myself. Makes it easier for me to self insert.
—u/giggling_raven

I prefer younger MCs though cause most of the developers who 
have a middle aged man as MC don’t have any clue about their 
mindset and maturity, it’s like middle aged men having teenage 
brain their behaviour just looks weird, there are few decent ones 
like you mentioned  but leap of faith MC is just not to my liking 
and i think he’s mid i never able to get his personality, he’s simply 
not fitting with me.

—u/Commercial_Welder_93

More dependent on the writing level of the author.
—u/TenebrisLux60

I agree with u/TenebrisLux60 that it’s more dependent on the 
writing level of the author; characters can only be as smart as 
their writers so that should say a lot about everyone’s favourite 
and non favourite avns.

A freshie Mc having no clue on what’s happening around him.  
this is basically just a literary trick, have the protagonist also 
be an audience surrogate of sorts to allow a copious amount of 
backstory and info dumping, it’s not bad per se but the way avn 
devs use is middling at best and dubious at their worst.  

I think what avns need more is a protagonist who already has 
emotional depth be able to grow even more as a character. half 
the time the playable male protagonist we have are self inserts 

with characters so flat you can use it as an ironing board - 
they’re usually just meant for a power fantasy type stories and 
all that jazz; it’s not inherently a bad thing, that’s what fiction is 
for but there are so many of these coming out that it has to be 
balanced out with something more nuanced.

Now I wanna take a moment to gush about unbroken’s 
protagonist, there are scenes in it where he showcases a healthy 
dose of emotional intelligence to be a strong supporting figure 
for younger characters like Ines, Vi and Amrit and amazingly 
it doesn’t even feel as creepy and exploitative as they should 
sound (that’s fucking something in a poon game!) and other 
characters like Mcnab comment his appreciation for this as well 
as other characters but valentine cannot accept a pat in the 
back as his inner demons won’t let him, there are also instances 
where he’s really not really as stupid as he makes himself out to 
be and you can feel this mask slip off in certain conversations 
with other characters and Elsepth (best girl) is the one to point it 
out and it’s the core of their fascinating banter. 

I want more protagonists like Cal Valentine from Unbroken; 
characters with vulnerabilities and faults, inner demons that 
they wrestle with in their heads because that reflects a good 
chunk of people in the real world and have these characters 
succeed in exorcising them and or at the very least learn how 
to fend them off alongside a support system of sorts (i.e. other 
characters/ love interests) to potentially bring about catharsis 
depending on its execution.

—u/soundgfx
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Being a DIK 
or Eternum?

I
’ve seen so many people arguing about being a dik 
and Eternum and which game is better then the other 
but now I really wanna know so let’s do this, according 

to you which game do you think is better, gameplay, story, 
good written character’s wise?? 

Personally I like being a dik not that Eternum is a bad 
game I like Eternum too but I prefer BaD, let’s see what 
this reddit thinks is better.

The more anime-ish design and unique setting of Eternum 
draws me in way more than BaD does. Although both are top 
tier AVNs, the whole DIK-Chick stat in BaD bothers me a lot 
and detaches me from immersion. It doesn’t make sense to me 
like I can be a calm person but throw down and be rude when 
necessary. Eternum has a serious-ish plotline and knows when 
to humour itself.

—u/RaylynFaye95

Very much an Eternum fan. I know everyone says the 
replayability on BaD is better, and I suppose that’s true from 
a “different paths perspective” but I’ve replayed Eternum more 
than BaD. The story in Eternum is just better to me, and deeper 
emotionally. I would play an entire game based around getting 
to know Luna’s entire family just on their own. The scene where 
the grandma puts on the Dios de Los Muertos makeup and has 
you take the picture with Luna is incredibly touching, while the 
meal with her father and uncle are hilarious, as is the scene with 
the chicken in the pool. Then you have the massage and the MC 

leaving, terrified that he screwed everything up only to have 
her come and give him a kiss. I think the emotional complexity 
of that single narrative arc is deeper than the entirety of BaD, 
personally.

And that’s not even touching on Alex’s search for her Prince 
(and rejection of her family), Annie’s growth into maturity and 
womanhood, Penelope and Nova’s burgeoning friendship, your 
best friend and his unlikely relationship (and the fact that he’s an 
absolute ride or die in the best way possible)

I just think the entirety of Eternum’s story is more wholesome, 
heart warming, and well developed than BaD, and I LOVE BaD. 
I get some people might not like the harem thing, which, fine, 
but I think that each relationship is individually well developed 
and thoughtful, to the point that it’s more romantic vignettes 
than true “harem” (a la something like WVM which I think is just 
boring)

—u/Wolfish_Jew

Eternum by far... And I won’t even explain why because I’m 
against badik so it’s just not worth wasting time for it.

—u/According_Brain_2071

I just got BaD a couple days ago on some recs from here. It’s very 
enjoyable. I played Eternum a while ago but I still say for me, it’s 
Eternum. However BaD has more content. Take it as you will.

—u/Player1Mario
I know people don’t like hearing it, but BaDIK is the best AVN 
out there at the moment hands down, and it’s not even close... I 

Poll

by: u/Soggy-Bumblebee-2245
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Results

mean, we all dislike DPC and that’s fine, but credit where credit is 
due. Eternum is certainly one of the best AVNs, top 5 no problem, 
but it’s just too far behind BaDIK in many respects, but to be fair, 
again, so is every other AVN.

Once both are finished, and if the world’ hasn’t been destroyed 
by then, we might be able to make a better comparison tho, but 
it’s hard seeing other AVNs catch up to Badik in overall terms, 
tbh, although some are def. up there in a lot of aspects, and some 
are even better than Badik too in terms of visuals or animations 
or story... the problem is Badik just does everything well enough 
and has a fuckton of content.

If I had to break it down right now:
Story: ehhh... both are meh, tbh... I’d give a slight edge to 
Eternum because it feels slightly more focused, but barely so.
Writing: I think both DPC & Caribdis are great dialogue writers, 
but I’ll give it to DPC just because he has a lot more variety due 
to the branching scenarios.

Visuals: well this one will depend on people’s taste for the more 
“anime” look, but I feel Caribdis has a better overall grasp of 
visual story telling, so Eternum it is.
Animations: This one is hard, Eternum’s animations have been 
quite disappointing until recently, but BaDIK’s ain’t that much 
better, however it has A LOT more, so point for BaDIK.
Music: I mean, do I even need to say it? This is the one thing 
where BaDIK will probably remain untouched.
Gameplay: This will obviously depend on people tastes too, 
but DPC does put a lot of effort into his gameplay stuff, like the 
minigames.
Replayablitly: Well, again, no contest, BaDIK has easily the most 
complex branching in any AVN out there at the moment, which 
means tons of replayability.
Amount of content: lol.

—u/Jacowboy

Being a DIK Eternum
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Game Introduction

is a Visual Novel at its core, enhanced with subtle gameplay elements and free 

from grinding or monotonous tasks. As the main plot progresses and events 

unfold, players will also be able to complete unique daily text adventures that 

increase relationship scores for heroines.

As the story develops, daily interactions will unlock unique events for each 

heroine. Additionally, the game plans to feature a variety of story routes, offering 

multiple narrative directions.

Crown of Desire

Heroine Preview

Charity Goldwater

Charity is a kindhearted 

priestess who has devoted her 

life to helping the poor and 

downtrodden. Her ample 

proportions bely a well-

to-do upbringing, and her 

naivety makes her the perfect 

sap, but she has a strength 

of conviction that few can 

match. Maybe her faith truly 

can bring about a miracle.
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Felicia

This foxy cutpurse knows 

the streets of Auste well. As 

a member of the stigmatized 

beast race, she has no choice 

but to make her living on the 

fringes of society, and her 

criminal connections could 

make her a useful ally. But 

while she puts on a friendly 

face, it is impossible to tell 

what Felicia truly wants...

Morrigan Evenstar

Once a pure, sheltered 

princess, Morrigan has 

become a ruthless, sultry 

sorceress. Her father was 

killed in a coup, and she 

fled the castle with you, her 

faithful knight. Ever since, 

she has sought a way to 

avenge her family and oust 

the usurper. Now, the time 

has finally come…
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D E V E L O P E R :  f i d l e s s

Inki

Inki was born with a heritage 

that many would consider a 

curse. Despite being half-oni 

(from far away lands), Inki’s 

personality is as refined and 

graceful as any human. She 

exudes an aura of confidence 

and elegance. 
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https://www.patreon.com/posts/new-game-crown-93988270](https://www.patreon.com/posts/new-game-crown-93988270


AFTER ONLY ONE YEAR OF WAITING 
FOR THE BAD UPDATE...
by: u/COVID-1980

SPOILER ALERT!
by: u/Greywarden194

Memes

It’s not about presents,
it’s not about the food.
It’s about family time.
That’s Christmas time.

—Maria Carrion

“”
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ADVERTISEMENTS

L A T E S T  R E L E A S E .  O L D  R E L E A S E .  G A M E  B U N D L E S .



   Version: Season 2 Episode 2 Part 2
      Release Date: 12-16-2023

You’re a young man trying to find out what happened 
to your father. But in doing so, you ended up having 
an accident that erased some of your memories. 
Now, with a clean slate, you moved to another town 
to start college. In your freshman life, you will meet 
several girls in a new world filled with fun, mystery, 
and sex.

FRESHWOMEN

AGENT HORNY

|  Oppai-Man

|  MrCreepGames

   Version: 0.6
      Release Date: 12-16-2023

This game follows the story of a government agent 
who uses his physical strength, combat skills, and 
intellect to fight crime and his charm to seduce 
beautiful women. 

The main story line will slowly develop in the 
currently planned 20 updates, with potential for 10 
more. MC will engage in sexual relationships with 
different women, some focused on corruption and 
domination, while others will focus on seduction and 
romance.

CHECK OUT
THESE GAMES
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https://www.patreon.com/posts/agent-horny-v0-6-94531375home-public-94441553
https://www.patreon.com/oppaiman


   Version: 0.7.3 Beta
      Release Date: 12-10-2023

You were thrown into a dimensional rift and have 
no idea what to do. Nevertheless, other castaways 
from different realities join you one by one in order 
to form an everlasting bond of trust, friendship 
and physical intimacy. Beautiful girls from various 
fantasy dimensions take care of you during the 
day, and then you go off exploring rift oddities 
through the night. And you can bake cakes with 
a succubus, wrestle with a giant voluptuous pirate 
captain, study magic with a young girl acolyte, 
and then do some extracurricular activities with 
them, too. Fall in love with the girls, fall in bed with 
them, and fall into the different rifts every night! 

   Version: 0.1.5
      Release Date: 12-16-2023

Between Humanity takes you on a journey into a 
potential future that borders on dystopia. Set just 
five years ahead, you, as the protagonist, were just 
an ordinary student until one day you find yourself 
waking up in a hospital room.

All memories of why you ended up there are 
blurred in the depths of your mind. But as soon 
as you try to go back to your daily life, you realize 
that something is fundamentally different. You are 
invited to live in your best friend’s house, where 
you will also be sharing the space with her mother 
and sister, each of whom has their own set of 
problems and daily struggles. What could possibly 
go wrong with that?

With every decision you make, you not only 
change your own life but also that of your friends 
and loved ones. It’s in your hands which game you 
want to play. 

A HOUSE IN THE RIFT
|  Zanith

BETWEEN HUMANITY
|  DebatingPanda
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FREE
ADVERTISING

https://www.patreon.com/DebatingPanda
https://rift.ink/3v0VdXh


   Version: 2.12.0 (Public Release)
      Release Date: 12-16-2023

Our Home tells the story of a young man who has 
lived his whole life in an orphanage. Knowing that 
his mother died in childbirth, and his father left even 
before he was born, when he reaches adulthood he 
leaves the orphanage so he can find the answers to 
all the questions surrounding his life.

OUR HOME
|  OldHiccup

   Version: 0.18 (Public Release)
      Release Date: 12-12-2023

Camran is a young minor noble from the Sovereignty, 
a part of space dominated by humans. Erstwhile 
cadet of the Terran Naval Academy, Cam has 
been forced by circumstances to travel the galaxy, 
together with a band of friends, taking on menial 
jobs and occasionally smuggling some illicit cargo. 
As he involuntarily becomes part of sinister plans 
machinated by powerful intrigants, Camran’s life is 
changed forever… 

TALES FROM THE UNENDING VOID

|  Perverteer

CHECK OUT
THESE GAMES
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https://www.patreon.com/posts/tales-from-void-93126755
https://www.patreon.com/posts/our-home-public-94441553


   Version: Episode 17
      Release Date: 12-07-2023

Mr. & Mrs. Reigns are a power couple. Mr. Reigns 
- a high profile Mafia Boss. A man of extreme 
Wealth and Power. A man whom even Presidents 
of nations fear. Mrs. Reigns - a former Supermodel, 
now faithful housewife. Circumstances have had 
YOU living with The Reigns (your Parents’ best 
friends) for the last 5 years. You have always been 
very close to Mrs. Reigns and her 3 daughters - 
your best friends.. Eventually, Sexual tensions flare, 
temptations reach their breaking point, sins are 
committed, you experience the highest of highs.... 
and then turmoil strikes; and you get involved in a 
high stakes, globetrotting adventure strewn with 
sexual encounters, high fashion, extravangant 
luxury, constant thrills and lurking dangers, 
supermodels, Super Cars, Luxury Yachts, Exotic 
Vacations and more. Live the high life of luxury, 
glamour and adventure in this sexually charged 
adult game. 

SINFUL DELICACIES
|  Temptress Games

DIVINE DAWN
|  Cryswar

NAUGHTY LYANNA
|  DWR Games
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FREE
ADVERTISING

https://www.patreon.com/posts/95215434
https://www.patreon.com/divinedawn
https://www.patreon.com/temptressgames


CHECK OUT
THESE GAMES
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/2368280/The_Seven_Realms__Realm_2_Pythonium/?snr=2_groups_partnerevents_
https://store.steampowered.com/app/2154330/The_Seven_Realms__Realm_1_Terran/?snr=2_groups_partnerevents_
https://store.steampowered.com/app/2553870/The_Genesis_Order/?snr=2_9_100000_
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1737100/Treasure_of_Nadia/?snr=2_9_100000_
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1008020/Lust_Epidemic/?snr=2_9_100000_


CYBERNETIC SEDUCTION
|  1Thousand
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FREE
ADVERTISING

https://store.steampowered.com/app/2081630/To_Be_A_King__Volume_1/


WINTER
GAMES

BUNDLE

24

https://itch.io/b/2188/winter-games-bundle-18
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